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Abstract-An alternating-direction finite element collocation procedure is presented for parabolic boundary 
value problems posed on rectangular regions. Collocation offers a great savings in time as compared to 
standard finite element methods during the matrix formation stage of numerical process. With an 
alternating-direction procedure. multidimensional problems can be solved as a series of one-dimensional 
problems. which greatly reduces both the work and the storage requirements during the matrix solution 
phase of the numerical procedure. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The description of many physical problems involves the solution of parabolic boundary value 
problems. Two numerical techniques have been widely used in the solution of these problems: 
finite differences and finite elements. Finite difference equations can be formed very quickly, 
but is difficult to formulate a finite difference scheme for general geometries or when flux 
boundary conditions are present. Finite difference methods produce a solution only at a discrete 
set of grid points and not over the entire region. This can be a particular disadvantage in
applications where it is the gradient and not the solution itself which is of interest. Finite 
element methods produce a global solution, they can easily handle all types of boundary 
conditions, and very general geometries can be treated using isoparametric elements. However, 
finite element equations involve integrations, so it can be quite time-consuming to form the 
finite element equations. 
Finite element collocation methods seem to combine the advantages of both finite 
differences and finite element methods. Collocation equations involve point evaluations, o as in 
finite differences, the equations can be formed quickly. Collocation produces a global solution 
and boundary conditions are readily treated. The vast majority of computational work which 
collocation methods has been done for rectangular egions; however, recently Frind and 
Pinder[l] have combined the notion of isoparametric finite elements with collocation to 
generalize the collocation procedure to general domains. Here we shall restrict the region to be 
the union of rectangles. 
An alternating-direction technique combined with collocation offers a great savings of both 
storage and time required to solve multidimensional problems. For example, consider a problem 
with N grid points. In two dimensions, using alternating-direction methods, the solution would 
require O(N) operations as opposed to O(N log N) operations for standard techniques. In three 
dimensions the solution using alternating directions again requires O(N) operations as opposed 
to B(N4’3) operations for nested dissection. Using an alternating-direction procedure, one solves 
a series of one-dimensional problems o the amount of data required in core at any given time is 
determined by the one-dimensional size of the multidimensional grid, which can be relatively 
small. For these reasons, an alternating-direction collocation procedure would require 
significantly less time and less storage than other numerical methods for two- and three- 
dimensional problems. This could greatly extend the range of physical problems that can be 
treated using a multidimensional model. 
Here we consider the linear parabolic boundary value problem 
(a) 
c(x) y - a(x)Au(x. t) + b(x)Vu(x, t) + d(x)u(x, t) = F(x, t) (x, f) E fi x (0, Tl 
(b) u(x. 0) = uo(x) XEfl 
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(cl u(x, t) = 0 (x. t) E dR, x (0, z-1 
(4 8(x, t)= 0 lx. f) E dR* x (0. I-] (1.1) 
where the region R is the union of rectangles, aR, is made up of edges of Q, d& = afI/aR,. and 
TJ is the unit outward normal to the boundary. The method extends easily to three or more 
space dimensions; however, for illustrative purposes we shall restrict our attention to a single 
rectangle in R’. The time stepping scheme for this method is a variation of the Crank-Nicolson 
method. 
In Section 2 we develop the method for the simple case that the coefficients in equation (1.1) 
are constant. In Section 3 we present he alternating-direction collocation method for equation 
(1.1) with variable coefficients. In Section 4 we present estimates of work and storage 
requirements. 
LEQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
We consider the simpfiified problem 
$-Au = F(x, t, U, Vu) (x. f) E R X J 
(b) u(x, 0) = 0 XER 
(cl u(x, t) = 0 (x, t) E an, x J 
(4 $(x, t) = 0 
(2.1) 
where R is a rectangle, J = (0. T], an, is made up of edges of fI, and JR1 = as2/an,. 
As in the standard finite element method, the region fi is partitioned into a finite number of 
subregions or elements, {fI,},“=,. It is necessary that this is a rectangular grid; however, it does 
not have to be uniform in either direction. Basis functions {&(x)}j”=, are constructed based on 
the elements, and the numerical solution U(x, t) is written as a linear combination of these basis 
functions: 
U(X, t) = ~Pj(tb#+(X)7 
j=l 
(2.2) 
where {pj(t)}iN_, are coefficients which depend on time. In this collocation method, the basis 
functions are C’(n) cubits. We require the basis functions to be tensor products, in other words 
4ji(X) = 4ji(% Y) = ra(X)+p(Y) 
where the jth global basis function corresponds to the ath basis function of x and the Pth basis 
function of y. A set of points {xi}:, is selected in R and these points are called collocation 
points. These collocation points must be distributed in R in a tensor product manner, in other 
words the ith collocation point corresponds to the rth point in the x-direction and the sth point 
in the y-direction, and we denote xi = (x, ys). In the standard collocation method, the matrix 
problem is formed by plugging the numerical solution (2.2) into the differential equation (2.1) 
and evaluating it at each end of the collocation points. 
In order to obtain a matrix problem which will factor into alternating-direction form, the 
equation (2.1) is perturbed by a term which is 0(At*) and equation (2.1) is replaced by 
u, - Au + @$ & u, = F(x, t, u, Vu). (2.4 
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We shall use the following notation. Let M be a positive integer and define At = T/M and 
t” = nAt. In addition, let 
U” = U(x, t”) d,U" = (U”+’ - U”)/At 
(2.5) 
u n+l/? = (u”+I + UPI)/ UR+,,2 =; (3U” - U”_‘). 
The alternating direction collocation method is defined as follows: for I s n I M - 1 and 
{Xi}l”=l as 
1 d,JJ” _Ac’“i”‘+i.!!.jf!$$!$ 
If U” = 5 P;~~(x, v) the matrix problem which 
j=l 
F(x, f”+“‘, Ut+m, VU:+,,2 4 . (2.6) 5 
corresponds to (2.6) has the following form 
K(pn+‘-p”)=@” (2.7) 
with the general matrix entry given by 
and 
@r = At{F(xi, fn+“2y Un*+l/~, V~,*+I/Z) + AfJ”(xi)). 
Using the tensor product form of the basis functions, the matrix K in (2.7) has a very special 
form. If 4j(X, _v) = r,(x)&(y) and xi = (x, yS), then Kij can be written as 
where 
I and 1, 
and 
The matrix K factors into 
K = K,.K, (2.9) 
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with 
K, = 
where there are p horizontal grid lines and k vertical grid lines. The matrix problem is solved in two 
steps: 
(a) K,.Z = @” (2.10) 
(b) K,(p”+’ - /L”) = Z. 
If the grid points are numbered in a horizontal order, the matrix K, is block diagonal and each block 
corresponds to a one-dimensional collocation problem along horizontal collocation lines. The first 
block corresponds to the first line, the second block corresponds to the second line, etc. This matrix 
problem can be treated very efficiently since each block is an independent one-dimensional 
problem. If the points are numbered in a vertical order, then the matrix KY has exactly the same 
form as the matrix K,, so (2.10(a)) can also be solved as a series of independent one-dimensional 
problems. 
3. EQUATIONS WITH VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS 
An alternating-direction method can be written down for linear problems with variable 
coefficients: 
c(x)u, - a(x)Au = f(x, t, u, Vu). (3.1) 
Equation (3.1) is perturbed to give 
(At)’ a’(x) c(x)ut - a(x)Au +--7 a4ut 2 = f(x, t, u, vu) 
4 c(x) ax ay 
and the alternating-direction collocation method is defined for 1~ n 5 M - 1 and {x,}E, 
(At)’ a’(x) a4d,U” 
c(x)d,U” - ~(x)hU”+“‘~‘+-- 4 c(x) ax’ay2 = F(x, t”+“‘*), U:+,,/ZJ, VU:+C,/Z, (3.2) 
If fJ” = 5 ~;c#J&x, y), the corresponding matrix problem is 
j-l 
K(p”+’ -pn)=@” 
where 
(3.3) 
and the general entry of the matrix K is 
(At)’ U2(X y')'d44j(Xi, Yi) 
K,, = c(x~, yi)$j(Xi, yi)-$ u(Xc, YiW#+(Xtt Yi)‘Tc(x ax’ay’ . (3.4) I7 . c 
The matrix K factored as can be approximately 
K@“+’ - Pn) = @” 
K = K,K, 
(3.5) 
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At a(~,, Y,) a2 
L4c(-L Ym(ys)-~~(C(X,,yq))dy 7 MY,)] 
&x(X” Yq) = 
Af a(~,, Y,) a* 
V/(4X” YNAX,) - -zy v(c(x y )) jg r,(x,) * 
n 4 1 
The matrix problem is solved in two steps but this time each of the diagonal blocks of K, and 
K, are different and they involve coefficients which are evaluated along each of the horizontal 
and vertical ines in the grid. 
The equations are first numbered in a vertical order and one solves 
K,Z = W. 
This is a series of one-dimensional problems. The first one is a standard one-dimensional 
problem along the first vertical line of collocation points wlth me coefficients evaluated along 
that line. The second problem is identical to the first except the coefficients are evaluated along 
the second vertical ine of collocation points, etc. The unknowns are then taken in a horizontal 
order, and one solves 
K&L”+ - p”) = Z 
This is solved as a series of one-dimensional problems with coefficients evaluated along 
horizontal ines of collocation points. 
The matrix factorization (3.5) is approximate inthe sense that in the ijth entry of the matrix, K, 
the coefficients are evaluated at xi = (x,, y,); whereas in the ijth entry of the approximate matrix the 
coefficients are approximated by 
dx,, PSI = .\/(c(x,, Y,)) x44x,, YSN 
(3.6) 
ah Ys) = V/(ak, Ys)) 
where i = (r, s) and y = ((Y, p). Since the finite element basis functions have local support, the error 
introduced by the approximation should be small as long as the coefficients do not change 
drastically over an element. 
4. WORK AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
Consider the case that the region is a rectangle and there are k vertical ines of collocation 
points and p horizontal ines of collocation points. If the equation has constant coefficients then 
the diagonal blocks of K, and K, in (2.9) are identical and only one decomposition in the 
x-direction and one decomposition in the y-direction will be required. This requires only 
B(k +p) operations. If the coefficients are variable, a decomposition is required along each 
horizontal ine and along each vertical line. The requires O(pk + kp) = O(N) operations. This 
decomposition is done only once per problem. The decomposition of the standard collocation 
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matrix requires C(N3”) operations in two dimensions, and requires C(N’) operations in three 
dimensions. At each time step, the solution of the alternating-direction matrix problem requires 
P(N) operations; whereas in two dimensions, standard techniques require C(N log N) opera- 
tions and in three dimensions George’s nested dissection requires P(N4”) operations. The total 
solution time for alternating directions in both two and three dimensions is P(N + MN) where 
M is the number of time steps. Standard collocation requires C(N3” + MN log N) in the two 
dimensions and O(N’+ MN4’3) in three dimensions. The alternating-direction method eals with 
only one line of data at a time, so the storage requirements are quite low. This technique offers 
a great savings in both storage and execution time for large problems and may greatly extend 
the range of three-dimensional problems which can be modeled using numerical techniques. 
Numerical tests using this procedure are in progress and will be reported when they are 
available. 
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